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Malcolm (Ill at ease. To Bullock 1 and Platt). In that case, I think we… she and… well… (hems) 

… I guess that’s… right, ho.  

Malcolm offers his arm to Colette. She takes it and they exit. 

Bullock 1 Who is she?  

Platt Miss LaMarre. My son’s piano teacher.  

Bullock 1 Of course. I should have noticed right away.  

Platt Funny, that. I never knew he cared for music. Must be something he got from his 

mother.  

Bullock 1 Hm. Are all the doors and windows closed?  

Platt Closed and locked. Unpermeable, like the Queen’s knickers.  

Bullock 1 I thought as much. (He opens the French windows). If The Black Fox can’t get in, how 

are we then to catch him red-handed?  

Platt I didn’t think of that.  

Bullock 1 Well, I think of such matters. (He goes down the steps). This time I’ll get him… (he 

grabs an apple from the fruitbowl) … and crush him, just like I crush this apple…  (He 

squeezes it hard, but fails to crush it. He puts it back and grabs a plum) … like I crush this 

plum! (He crushes the plum). I have a plan. (He shakes plum juice off his fingers). Please 

excuse me while I go out to reconnoiter. I’ll get back to you, Mister Platt. Obviously, 

you’ll want to be present when The Fox goes in the trap?  

Platt You bet your bunions. “Shoe magnate stops Fox”. What publicity! And it won’t cost 

me a bean.  

Bullock 1 Bean, eh. That's not really a fruit, is it?  

Platt But what if somebody comes before midnight?  

Bullock 1 Being a gentleman thief, he’s sure to be punctual. He may however try to divert our 

attention just before the stroke. That’s when we need to keep our wits about us. Like a 

tight sweater.  

Platt You can depend on me, Bullock. I made it through the crash of '29 without losing a 

penny. I even managed to watch Josephine Baker perform her famously arousing 

banana dance without having to cross my legs.  

Bullock 1 I was counting on it. Till then.  

Bullock 1 exits, returns and exits through the French windows, leaving them ajar. 

Platt (Looking at the fruitbowl). I wonder what that man has against fruit. (He sits in his 

armchair, leans forwards towards the chess board and makes a move). “Shoe boss 

blocks Fox”… “Platt gives boot to slippery sneaker”… (Blackout). Hullo? What’s this 

supposed to mean? Put the bloody lights on! Is there anyone here? (He strikes a match, 

lights a candle, walks about, goes to the wall and discovers that the Etruscan dagger is 

missing). Well, pull my tongue! The dagger is gone! Inspector Bullock! Grimlish! 

Noble! Where are you? (He discovers a person near an exit, hidden from the audience. A 

revolver in a gloved hand slowly appears from behind the corner). So! There you are. 

Don’t dawdle! The Etruscan dagger is stolen. The Fox has been here! Stop him! And 

don’t point at me with that … revolver.  

There is a shot. Platt is hit and falls to the floor. The revolver moves back out of sight. FX/SFX: Flashes of 

lightning, immediately followed by heavy thunder. Platt crawls to the table, clutches two chess pieces and lifts 

them triumphantly before collapsing and lying still. 

Thomas (Offstage Right). Was that a shot? It sounded like a shot!  

Colette (Offstage Right). Won’t somebody please put the lights back on?  

Thomas (Offstage Right). There must be a power failure.  

Noble (Offstage Left). Thunderstorms always put the lines down.  

Grimlish (Offstage Left). I blame communism!  
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Thomas enters from Right with a torch. He points the beam everywhere except at Platt. 

Thomas Hullo? Anyone here? Anyone with a gun?  

Grimlish enters from Left with a torch. She points the beam in Thomas’ face. From this point on, everyone 

points their torch at: a) anyone entering, and b) the person currently speaking, including that person. 

Grimlish What the devil are you doing?  

Thomas I heard a shot. So I thought… 

Grimlish What? 

Thomas Nothing. 

Noble and Livia enter from Left. Colette enters from Right. Each has a torch.  

Noble What’s going on? Is it The Black Fox?  

Grimlish Twaddle. It must have been a lightning striking nearby.  

Livia How is Mister Platt? 

Thomas Why do you ask?  

Livia He was here a minute ago.  

Thomas Where? 

Livia There. 

She points the beam slowly along the floor. The others let their spotlights follow hers. Everybody points their 

torch at Platt’s dead body. Livia screams. SFX: There is a dramatic orchestral chord. FX/SFX: Lightning and 

thunder. 

Colette But sacre coeur! Isn’t that Monsieur Platt lying down there?  

Thomas Someone has put a bullet in him. Straight through the head.  

Drake enters from Left with a torch. Everybody points their torch at him. 

Drake Yup. I figured it out. Went to the fuse box and sure enough: Somebody had 

unscrewed the main fuse and nicked the spares. Now why anybody would do such a 

thing? (He discovers the body). Lord love a duck!  

Livia shines her torch on the black velvet shield. The dagger is gone. She turns to the audience, lights up her 

own face and gasps loudly. 

Grimlish Now what? Not another body, I presume?  

Livia The Etruscan dagger.  

Grimlish What of it?  

Livia It’s gone!  

Everybody points their torches at the shield. Penny enters from Right with a torch. Everybody points their torch 

at her. 

Penny Thomas! 

Thomas Stay where you are, Penny. It’s your father. He’s… 

Penny What? 

Thomas He’s… 

Penny What? 

Drake Dead.  

Penny Killed?  

Noble Yes. 

Penny Noble! I hope that wasn’t you.  

Livia (To nobody in particular). Now I remember: “Dramatic events”.  

Bullock 1 enters with a torch. 

Bullock 1 Is it Platt? 

Thomas Yes. 


